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By Ken Sofronski

Createspace. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. 158 pages. Dimensions:
8.9in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.Hes unabashedly frank. Hes unrepentantly funny. In short, hes just the sort of
person you hope you run into at the next cocktail party. Irreverent raconteur Ken Sofronski weaves
wisecracks and wisdom in Old, Gay and Fabulous, his true account of one life lived defiantly out
loud. As the old saying goes, there are eight million stories in New York. This one just happens to be
worth hearing. With equal parts charm, cheek, and candor, this absolutely fabulous memoir looks
back on his singular life, from high glitz to low times, and back to fabulous again. Its a story of
survival, pluck, and a good dose of mischief that at once tears at the heart, lifts the spirits, and
always entertains. His story begins with his earliest memory holding onto his mothers leg, and from
there takes off on a wild and wooly ride through an uncommon Pennsylvania childhood with a
lesbian mom and her girlfriend Vi, futile and fateful attempts at sports with the boys, as well as
teenage homoerotic dalliances mixed with dating young girls. Yet, a star was born with...
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A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to read. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am e ortlessly could possibly get a delight of
studying a created ebook.
-- O cea ne Sta nton DV M-- O cea ne Sta nton DV M

Absolutely essential go through publication. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .
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